
When I was given the task of writing on collaboration I had to think quite long and hard about what 

not to write on. I probably should have written it with someone                                            but I didn’t. 

I made a list in my head of all recent / current / ongoing collaborations and  thought    ( literally ) 

“writing all these down as a list would be ridiculous” 

so now I’m an including a ridiculous list    but making it very small so that it doesn’t take up too much 

space on the page: 

Working on the music / within the creative process of singer / songwriter Astra Forward, performing in a free improvising duo with 

musician / improviser / performer Merlin Nova, performing in free improvising duo with artist / instrument builder Chase Coley, 

improvising with harpist / songwriter / unconventionally lovely human being Hattie Webb, developing field recording / composition 

project with musician Cameron Thomas,  planning to assemble a second book with artist / dancer / musician / close friend ( in far off Mexico ) 

Jimena Alvarez-Buylla, having recently finished an illustrated children’s book with incredible painter / ex-partner Suzon Lagarde ( who 

illustrated and brought to life a story that was written by me essentially to try and save our relationship ( “If you encounter any problems you cannot resolve yourselves, you will be assigned children, that usually helps” The 

Lobster, 2015  ). It is incredibly beautiful and for this I feel I owe her much praise and thanks. However, currently it is too painful for me to open the cover ), having recently worked 

on and performed a live sound collage / film score with / for postgraduate student Marie Solange’s work on the future of Afrofuturism and 

planning to start work on Celine Dion covers album with fellow student, wonderful soul and probable superhero Gabrielle Hanois Blouin. 

The above listed are what I consider my current collaborations; the ones that I wake into when I 

blink out each morning’s sleep. 

I am absolutely blessed for being surrounded by such incredible people with whom I can, at the drop 

of a hat throw myself into their creative processes without the need of any golden carrot to bait me.  

Money changes things. In the world of high rollers ( so I am lead to believe ) money defines things. In the 

world with none ( hello ) the introduction of money can sour the social and in the past has wounded 

personal relationships with those I am collaborating with. Money elevates object above process.  

( Keith Rowe on marketing free improvisation stalwarts AMM: “when somebody pays they expect the goods. We could never be sure that 

we could come up with the goods” Grubbs, 2014    ( “the goods” should never factor into it                                    ) 

                                                                      money is the enemy of healthy creative process                               ) 

   

The pressures of London ( ultimately financial ) functioned by 2017 to suffocate so much of this for me 

that I decided to leave for greener ( antipodean ) pastures. And they were         so much greener    but      

at the same time eerily devoid of  

collaborators 

so I came back to ( what I’ve come to feel is ) the worst place but 

with the best people 

                                                                                                                                  ( and thank you all for still being there when I returned ) . 

I’m going to write about a new collaboration with an old friend as I feel this will give me the most       

( and most exciting ) nourishment as I wax knowledgeable on the nature of collaborative process. I would 

like to apologise for the subsequent deluge of information ( informed subjective opinion )’s rambling nature 

and lack of coherent form. I’m sorry but this is what my head reads like. 



Alice Howard grew up in the village just up from me. We both studied fine art at the same time 

albeit in different schools ( her at the Slade and me at the University of Westminster ). We put on a series of 

anarchic / uncompromisingly eclectic group shows featuring the work from our disparate pools ( the 

first of these was called ‘Post Christmas’  because the only thing unifying the work was the fact that it was developed in January,  the 

second was ‘Post Post Christmas’ because it took place after ‘Post Christmas’ ( the following October if I’m not mistaken ) the third was the sprawling 

‘You Have Got My Bone’ ( which gained me the title of “The Foyles Guy” ( till that was superseded by “The Radio Guy” a few months later ) ) and the fourth was ‘Post Post Post 

Christmas’ which if memory serves  took place on the 20th of  December two years  after the initial ‘Post Christmas’ ). We shared 

creative, administrative and curatorial duties, made lots of mistakes and learnt a lot together. We 

also shared a sense of humour which I think is important as the way in which people deal with or 

respond to a logic knot is very telling of their processing. I’ve always found humour a comprehensive 

vetting tool when forging new relationships; being able to laugh together is always a good start. 

 Alice is also probably the most photogenic person I know. She has graced a disproportionately large 

number of my portraits and prints over the years. Most recently ( four years ago) I shot her baby photos 

( back then freshly squeezed, now four years old and full of life, love, laughs and a burning passion for superheroes ). The 

relationship between artist and sitter in the process of a portrait painting is what finds itself 

expressed on the canvas. The forging or developing of that relationship; that space between is the 

sympathetic substance of the painted portrait. For me ( I approach photo realistic portraits with extreme cynicism ) 

this is the reason to look. Photographic portraits do not allow the length of time necessary for those 

relationships to build so the relationship documented has to be built off the lens. I could not shoot 

someone I did not know intimately well. My mother and baby portraits for Alice were a joy to do for 

both the raw and very visible closeness between mother and baby, and the fact that I was close 

enough to them to be ( just about ) a non-entity / an object of non-consideration. I just got to be there 

whilst something beautiful played out right in front my eyes with the only requirement of me being 

to remember   ( every once and a while )   to hit the shutter release. 

This is mine and Alice’s history. As much as I love building new ( spontaneous ) bridges as is the way with 

many of my free improvised musical encounters my preference in terms of collaboration is in the 

building and growing together; as attractive as a one night stand is, for me the real passion and 

excitement comes further in. In romance I am a slow burner; infatuation is a powerful force but love 

has a depth, a complexity and a staying power that anchors it much deeper. I feel that likening 

creative collaboration to love is in no way an overstatement; they are both powerful things and are 

to be respected as such, both bring forth new life into the world ( flesh and blood babies / art babies ( “artists: making 

the world a better … not a busier place” ) or in Genesis P orridge( RIP )’s case a pandrogynous supra-individual ) and both require a 

breaking down, a making vulnerable of the self ( self’s process ) in order to develop. 

 In the same way as I cannot enter into a romantic relationship with just anyone I also cannot enter 

into a creative relationship with just anyone. To honour the sacrifice that this kind of relationship 

necessitates requires faith and trust in the person who you are breaking down into. If things break 

down badly you can damage personal relationships / lose friends and wind up bitter and warped in 

the same way as you can after a toxic romance dissolves back into the mire. This is probably not a 

reflection on you or your collaborator but rather your compatibility as collaborators. Sometimes 

things just aren’t meant to be and before opening yourself up to a situation as such you have to 

know the space between you and there has to be trust there. It helps if you can laugh together. With 

a good collaboration, even if things break down and the shit is both hitting the fan and dissolving 

back into the mire the relationship doesn’t have to get damaged. The mire doesn’t have to be an 

acid bath.                   



                                                                                                                                                 Going back to money … 

To keep the horse moving it needs feed 

lest it starts eating itself ( you can’t ride off into the sunset with a horse that has, out of  sheer desperation consumed its own 

legs ). It’s an evil which one has to accept as a factor in any ( western ) walk of life. I would not however, 

be able to collaborate with someone who was just “on the pay roll”; if there is no desire or 

motivator beyond equivalent gain I just couldn’t do it. I prefer working with people over functions. 

On the flip side I can’t collaborate with someone if I’m destitute and struggling to eat. 

Since personal history plays into ( so much ) my collaborative process and my choice of collaborators it 

felt necessary to paint a portrait of Alice’s and mine. 

Now, taking things back into the contemporary I approached Alice to make a collage for the album 

sleeve of the upcoming Chase Coley & Pascal Colman record ‘Husband Material’. Chase also shares   

( and oftentimes outdoes ) my conviction to absurd humour. The record is called ‘Husband Material’ 

because ( clearly ) we are and, in response to people asking about “how we do that thing we do” 

Chase’s stock response became something along the lines of “there is a lot of unresolved sexual 

tension between us”. The title is a ( hopefully ) veiled joke. The content of the record is an oftentimes 

dark, oftentimes abstract and sometimes quite beautiful collage of our free improvised performance 

practice and it is definitely not a joke. In the project I play guitar, cassette tapes, processing units and 

radios, and Chase plays his arsenal of handmade acoustic instruments fashioned from metal, wood 

and glass, and also radios, walkie-talkies and televisions. The project is idiosyncratic with the 

resultant sound is very much a sounding of itself. 

 In generating complementary visual elements for the release it felt somehow dishonest to bring in 

anything external to what was there; if I allied the image of a tree to our recordings then all of that 

fertile interpretative space that was felt between us and tastefully left as we played would be filled 

with a tree. I came up with a conceptual photoshoot of ( dark and atmospheric ( as I am wont to do ) ) dioramas 

made from the materials we used to make the sounds ( or in chase’s case the materials used to make the instruments 

that were used to make the sounds ) heard on the record. I made moonscapes out of scrap metal, my old 

guitar strings, brass rods, washers, panes of glass, magnetic tape, nuts, bolts, springs and lit it all 

with the flickering light of one of Chase’s televisions. 

The images were strong and I was happy with them. 

What I wasn’t happy with was the prospect of a perfectly formed photographic object, constrained 

by my tastes, preferences and technical abilities becoming the representation of our practice; the 

neatness, the contained within the frame / rule of thirds aesthetic construction seemed too much 

akin to good music. As abstract as my photographs were they still very much embodied the closed 

work; the well-formed aesthetic objects whose be all and end all exists within the frame. 

 Alice makes incredible collages out of magazine cuttings and glue. Her works have a cubic quality 

that is achieved through her choice of media and intertextual reference as well as their superficially 

existing as wonderfully depth defying and often disorientating playgrounds of the eye. The idea of 

presenting Alice with the task ( the game ) of remixing my visual building blocks was appealing on so 

many levels; she is someone whose aesthetic vision I completely believe in, someone who I trust to 

engage fully with my material and reinterpret it in such a way that will open dialogue. My objective 



distance from the project is null since not only have I assumed the role of creative director ( the one 

who is calling many of the shots around how the material is to be translated to the outside ) but I am also one half of the 

insular, close knit unit that is Chase Coley & Pascal Colman; the parents whose emotional bias 

sometimes results in decisions being made that could well be to the work’s detriment. Involving 

Alice is like, instead of insisting on home-schooling to prevent any denaturing of your delicate 

offspring, finding a Steiner or some similar kind of institution in which you have faith in their 

methods, ethics and practices. I’m expecting to watch my progeny, who when I last saw them were 

very much visual fragments of myself, emerge as incredible franken-butterflies ( albeit comprised exclusively 

of my palette’s muted ( 50  grey shades ) tones ).                                        Control ( just so you know ), like money is the enemy of healthy creative process.  

I made a film once whilst quite depressed ( I made myself make art because I was in art-school and that’s what I thought I 

should have been doing ). I did everything technically right because by that point I could. I even had it 

screened. The film was probably the worst piece of work I ever made. On reflection I realised that I 

hated it so much because I had done exactly what I had set out to do. The result was sterile. I 

followed that film ( when a bit better upstairs / more in control of myself ) with another film made using the same 

equipment, with the same elements ( spoken word, minimal music and an abstract flow of visual forms ) but this time 

asked friends ( the spoken word piece was actually contributed by Alice’s eldest brother ) to respond to my stimuli and 

presented three medias playing looped around marginally different end points hence fostering an 

experience unfixed. The notion of others being involved subconsciously pushed me to make stronger 

visuals. The evolving nature of the film and the fact that I essentially became an audience member of 

my own work resulted in a piece that I am still happy to show today. 

 Historically, the creative process for me has been a battle to reach the point of competency in 

whichever medium I operating in. However, when that point has been reached the work loses the 

thing that made it interesting. Photorealistic portrait paintings might look ( urrmmm ) “perfect” to the 

viewer who’s trying asses the work in accordance with a value system where good equates “life-like” 

but if good equates life-like then you might as well not be looking at a painting. In fact if good 

equates life-like you might as well scrap the photograph and get rid of the “like”. What painting has 

over mechanical photography is the process; the process made visible; brush strokes fossilised and 

cemented in the paint, every thought process, romantic incline, dissenting opinion that the painter 

develops of the sitter is embodied through process which forms a tangible part of the resultant 

object. The notion of a “perfect” image denies the painterly from the process and instead aspires to 

the ( divine ) idea of what the painting should be. The closest conception to which I can allude 

perfection to is death; when the battle has stopped and all is still. Perfection does not lend itself well 

to a lived appreciation. 

 ‘Henry Cow’ were a free improvising progressive rock band who made music which to me was so much more engaging than their 

contemporaries such as “Yes”. There is a difference ( to use the Simon Reynoldsian term ) in the extent of their music’s “Museumification” 

Reynolds, 2011; ‘Yes’ strove to make good music in accordance with the old European classical paradigm ( music for a pure listening / music for the 

head ( no matter how funky a cut ‘roundabout’ is ‘Yes’s prerogative was not booty shaking ) ). ‘Henry Cow’, as gifted conventional musicians as they were opened up the process; they 

improvised, they created uncompromising music that did not aspire to be “uncompromisingly good” music. The compositions were 

informed by the process of their own creation as opposed to externalities. I find it very apparent in the listening. The generic prog rock 

criticism can’t be lauded against Henry Cow as “how can you describe the music as bloated if its only sustenance was the process of its 

own creation?”  The implication of the sock logo emblazoning their first three studio albums considered relative to their ‘music as process’ 

stance only sank home to me recently; the first record is wittily entitled “Legend” which, splitting the word in two leaves one with “Leg-

End”; a very apt description of a sock mounting the foot at the end of the leg. The record, to Cow is just the tip of the iceberg. ‘Legend’ is 

just the little piece of fabric adorning the foot of Henry Cow’s ( mighty ) processual leg. 

                                                                                                             d   i   g   r   e   s   s                                                                                                                       . 



Collaboration is a way that I have found of opening up, destabilizing and relinquishing control over 

my own creative process. Exercise damages muscles in order for them to rebuild and grow back 

stronger. In the same way breaking down your creative process; exposing its belly and sacrificing its 

sanctity allows for it to grow back  

stronger 

in the same way that destabilizing the “ I ”  allows one to grow with ( into ) the other 

    

                           or 

                                                                                                                               another 

                                                                                                       ( love )                                              . 

I, in the way that I have done before spent a bunch of money of expensive C-Type prints. I fretted 

about dust and finger grease ( for the first time I was doing the finishing process without white cotton gloves ). I cut 

accurately and separated the images out between leaves of tissue paper before pressing them under 

heavy grey card. It was hard to reconcile the pious attitude I’d developed and fostered towards my 

own photographic process with the reality that I am giving these prints ( of a value both monetary and arcane ) 

over to a friend who will subject them to the knife cuts of bladesnott razor sharp, stick bits down 

with glue and probably not at all care for the maligned specs of dust that will contaminate ( and god 

forbid mark ) the satin surfaces.  

I photographed Alice’s work for a New Contemporaries submission. One particular collage didn’t make the shoot because it had gotten 

covered in yoghurt when Francis had been hurtling round the room. The collage depicted a lady with an umbrella so content-wise the 

solidified streaks / hardened drips spattering the surface could almost have been intentional. Unfortunately the visual composition was 

thrown by one particular glob rendering the collage an exciting relic of a work that could’ve been as opposed to a “work”. 

It was this in this environment that I left my art babies; my precious, expensive, good work … which, 

now as I think of it draws attention to the verbiage of co-labouring in relation to artistic practice. The 

way I have come to see it is that the creative process is the facilitation of play in those who are           

( apparently ) too old for it to be socially acceptable for them to play ( the saleable bits ( the art works) are just by-

products ). Collaboration means a working together which, to me restricts it to skewed conception of 

what art making is. Sometimes working is fun and sometimes playtime is hard work but if I am 

engaging with an art object and my experience is totally laborious then that object ( inclusive of 

experiences / objects of time ) exists as an example of bad art. There has to be play in the process for there 

to be play in the object for there to be anything of that nature to be eked out in appreciation.  

My expensive prints were left strewn on the sofa as Francis does headstands in his Spider Man 

pyjamas.  

This can only be healthy. 
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